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INTRODUCTION 
According to Gurbani, Simran is an essential resource 

for a healthy happy life with peace of mind leading to ul-

timate realization of the Truth. Simran helps reduce 

stress, control mind, become more productive, loving 

and caring, and improve mental and physical health. 

Simran simply interpreted according to the Sikh theol-

ogy means meditation by singing the praises and con-

templating attributes of God. A Gurmukh (devotee) in-

dulges in basic practice of constant remembering God’s 

name or singing praises of God’s attributes entrenched in 

Sabds compiled in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib (AGGS) 

[1]. Bhai Kahn Singh Nabha [6] in Mahan Kosh trans-

lated ‘Simran’; to remember, comprehension or memory.  

The interpretation of ‘Simran’ from Gurbani into English 

language is not justifiably appropriate; because of the 

limitations on English vocabulary compared to the words 

applied in ‘Gurmukhi’. Following is the list of various 

words related to Simran with a number attached depict-

ing times of application in AGGS: 

 
ismr w(1 ), is mir(4),  ismr I(6 ) , ismr u(3 ) is mr y(6), is mr Y
(15),i smr M(1) , ismr au(20 ), ismr E, is mr IAY(11 ) ismr h
(4), is mr ih( 49) ismr hu(3 8 ), smwr hu(1),is mr IjY(1 ),   
ismr q( 176 ), is mr qy(1 ), is mr qbH(1) , is mr Mq(8 ),  ismr Miq
(8 ), ismr MiQ( 4) , is mr Mdy(1),  ismr n( 31) , is mr nu( 43) ,  
ismr in(7 9), i smr nI(1 ), is m r no(1), is mr x( 11),  ismr xw
(1), is mr ix(9), i smr xu( 5) , ismr xy(2) , ismr xM(2),  
smr w vhu(1 ) 

 

Compared to the list of 34 different words used in de-

scribing various applications of Simran in AGGS, there 

are only a few words in English language that can be ap-

plied for similar connotations; such as remember, recite, 

sing, meditate, contemplate, memorizing, and memory. 

The Gurbani words being specific for the appropriate in-

tended interpretation of the Sabd were applied grammati-

cally when verbs, adverbs, adjectives and nouns etc. 

were needed. 

The purpose of this paper is to explain the necessity (Why) 

for Simran, relationship between man and God, advan-

tages and disadvantages of Simran (What) and the various 

ways to do Simran (know-how). 

 

Necessity for Simran         
In day to day survival for self, family, community or even 

the world at large keeps the mind indulged in all kinds of 

problems and decisions. The thoughts involved at work, 

home or in the community can be very stressful. Every 

year, billions of dollars are being spent in the USA and 

other progressive countries of the world in educating all 

levels of business men/women and public in general on 

“how to manage stress.” There are several books written 

on the subject of ‘stress reduction’ or ‘stress management’. 

The educators are developing new ideas and techniques to 

reduce stress and relax mind. Because, a controlled and re-

laxed mind can be considerate, loving and caring for oth-

ers and becoming more productive in personal relations 

leading to better business progress; the common factor em-

phasized in all resources of managing stress is meditation 

or Simran.  

                              

The sufferings in creation have been recognized in various 

religions and claim that human basically afflicted with 

ego, lust, greed, passion and anger continually struggles 

with three modes of Maya, (Rajo, Tapo, and Sato). The 

most significant affliction that can be called as the mother 

of all other vices is ‘Ego’ or ‘haumae’. Guru Arjan de-

scribes various aspects of afflictions that affect creation as 

follows: 

 
haumY r ogu mwnu K kau dInw ]  k wm r oig mYglu bis lI nw ]  
idRsit r oig pic mu ey p qMgw ] nw d r oig Kip g ey kur Mgw  ]1]  
jo jo dI sY so so r ogI ]  
r og r ihq myr w siqgur u jogI ] 1] r hwau ]  
ijhv w r oig mInu gRis Awno ] b wsn  r oig Bvr u ibns wno ]  
hyq r og kw sgl sMswr w ] iqRibi D r og mih bDy ibk wr w ] 2]  
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r ogy mr qw r ogy j nmY ]r ogy iPir i Pir jonI Br mY ]  
r og bMD r hnu r qI n p wvY ]  ibnu siqgur r ogu k qih n  jw vY ] 3]  
pwr bRhi m ij su kInI dieA w ] bw h p kiV r og hu kiF  lieA w ]  
qUt y bMDn s wDsMgu pwie Aw ]  
khu n wn k guir r ogu imt wie Aw ] 4 ]7]2 0]  
 

Mankind is afflicted with the disease of egotism. 

The disease of sexual desire overwhelms the elephant. 

Because of the disease of vision, the moth is burnt to 

death. 

Because of the disease of the sound of the bell, the deer is 

lured to its death. ||1|| 

Who ever I see is afflicted. 

Only my True Guru, the True Yogi, is free of disease. 

||1||Pause|| 

Because of the disease of taste, the fish is caught. 

Because of the disease of smell, the bumble bee is de-

stroyed. 

The whole world is caught in the disease of attachment. 

In the disease of the three qualities, corruption is multi-

plied. ||2|| 

In disease the mortals die, and in disease they are born. 

The creation wanders in disease again and again. 

Entangled in disease, they cannot stay still, even for an in-

stant. 

Without the True Guru, the disease is never cured. ||3|| 

When the Supreme Lord God grants His Mercy, 

He grabs hold of the mortal's arm, and pulls him up and 

out of the disease. 

Reaching the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, the 

mortal's bonds are broken. 

Says Nanak, the Guru cures him of the disease. ||4||7||20||  

AGGS, M 5, p 1140. 

   

The Simran is an essential process for human to be happy, 

having peace of mind and live a comfortable healthy life. 

When God abides in the mind of a devotee, the main 

source of suffering (EGO) has to depart, because the Naam 

and ego cannot stay in the same place. Guru Amardas ex-

plains it as follows: 

haumY nw vY nwil i vr oDu hY duie n vsih ie k Twie]  
Ego is enemy to the Naam of the God,  

And the two cannot dwell at the same place. 

AGGS, M 3, p 560.  

 

The necessity of Simran is thus significant to have peace 

of mind with ego and duality controlled. When a person 

starts doing Simran individually or in company of Saadh 

sangat, humility gradually starts developing sinking. Guru 

Arjan being the major contributor to the Gurbani has writ-

ten exhaustively about the benefits of Simran to find relief 

from the afflictions and attain exultation, he wrote; 

jw kY hir vi sA w m n m whI]  
qw kauo duKu su pnY BI n whI]1 ]r hw au]  

The minds that are filled with God’s name;  

Do not have any sufferings even in their dreams. 

AGGS, M 5, p 193. 

 
ismr q nwm  k wt y siB Pwhy]  
Simran in remembrance of Naam, all indulging bonds 

are lost. 

AGGS, M 5, p 104. 

ismr q nwm  ir dY suKu pwie Aw]  
Mind has attained peace via Simran on Naam. 

AGGS, M5, p.108 

 

The prime purpose of life is comprehension of the Crea-

tor and the Creation. The human has strived to under-

stand the universal laws of Creation logically and scien-

tifically, but the progress has been only miniscule under-

standing the cosmos. The Ego being the source of pride 

makes human being corrupt with limited knowledge to 

question even the existence of God. Similarly, the human 

is afflicted with Ego and pride in various accomplish-

ments in his/her life. Whenever human faces question 

about life and its accomplishments, problems abound 

his/her mind and frustration and aggravation start stress-

ing every aspect in life. Thoughts are muddled and con-

fusion confiscates peace of mind adding to the stress of 

survival. At that time, Simran on God helps restore 

calmness and provides stillness to the mind by control-

ling disturbing thought waves. Thus, it will be of help to 

understand God, its creation and the role of human in it. 

 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GOD AND HUMAN 
The two questions most commonly asked are: 

  a) IS THERE GOD?  

               b) If it is so, what is the relationship between 

God and human? 

 

a) Is there God? 
Guru Nanak wrote various attributes of God in the pri-

mal verse of Jap (Manglacharan) and then declared the 

Truth of God’s existence in the beginning, over time, in 

the present and in the future (Awid s cu jugwid scu hY BI scu 
hosI BI s cu] AGGS. Jap,  p 1). The word (scu-sach) ap-

plied here is not naming the God, but establishing the 

fact that God’s existence was true eons ago and is true 

currently, and will continue in the future. Guru Arjan 

further confirmed the existence of Supreme Being, when 

he stated: 
 
hY BI sw cw hov xhwr]  
The True God is, and shall always be. 

AGGS, M5, p.868. 
sdw  sd w sd hovx hwr w]  
From the beginning, forever and ever, God shall always 

exist. 
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AGGS, M5, p. 1077. 

hovn hwr u ho q s d A wieA w]  
God is now, has been, and forever shall be. 

AGGS, M 5, p. 252/13. 
hY qU hY qU ho vn hwr]  
You (God) are, You are, and You shall ever be. 

AGGS, M 5, p. 724. 

 

The above phrases clearly indicate that the Sikh Gurus 

believed in the existence of God. They have applied vari-

ous attributes to God and assigned the credit to God for 

the creation as well.  As far the question that who created 

the Creator (God) and what is the relationship between 

human and God; Guru Nanak explains as follows: 

jin A wpInY Awpu swi jAw  s cVw  A lK A pwr o]  
God created own Self; the True God is invisible and infi-

nite. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 580. 

And 
AwpInY Aw pu s wijE AwpInY r i cE nwau]  
duXI kudr iq sw jIAY kir Aw sxu i fTo c wau]  
dwq w kr qw Awip  qUM quis  dyvi h k r ih ps wau]  
God created own Self, and assumed own Name. 

Secondly, God fashioned the creation; seated within the 

creation, 

God beholds it with delight. 

God, You, Yourself are the Creator and provider; by 

Your pleasure, 

You bestow grace and blessings. 

AGGS. M 1, p 463. 

  

(b) Relationship between God and human 
Guru Nanak in the prior quotations is clearly emphasiz-

ing that God created ‘Itself’ and secondly fashioned the 

creation. The relationship of human to God is through 

the creation and for man to realize that God is also omni-

present and omniscient in the creation. The separation 

between human and God takes place when through igno-

rance and haumai (Ego) human indulges in complexities 

of life and forgets the primal facts of creation. Guru 

Amardas wrote about the forgetfulness and break in the 

understanding of relationship between soul/human and 

the God as follows: 
 
jYsI Agin  audr  mih qYsI bwhir  mwie Aw]  
mwieA w A gin s B ieko jyhI kr qY  Kylu r cwie Aw]  
jw iq su Bw xw qW jMimA w pr vwir Blw Bwie Aw]  
ilv CuV kI lgI iqRs nw mwie Aw A mr u vr qwi eAw ]  
eyh m wieA w ijqu hir ivsr Y, mohu aupjY,  Bw au dUj w lwi eAw ]  
khY n wn ku gur pr sw dI ijn w ilv lwgI iq nI ivcy m wieA w  
pwieA w]29]  
As is the fire within the womb, so is Maya outside. 

The fire of Maya is one and the same; the Creator has 

staged this play. 

According to the Will of God, the child is born, and the 

family is pleased. 

Love for God wears off, and the child becomes attached to 

desires;  

And the script of Maya runs its course. 

That is Maya, by which the God is forgotten;  

Emotional attachments and love of duality well up. 

Says Nanak, by Guru’s Grace, those who enshrine love for 

the God, 

Find even in the midst of Maya(29) 

AGGS, M 3, p 921.    

                        

Guru Amardas in the above Sabd established facts of life 

by stating that the fire in the womb is similar to the fire of 

Maya in the world. The human entrenched in the worldly 

pains and pleasures, forgets relation and origin with the 

God and is overly engrossed in duality and ego. It is only 

when the calamity strikes that the human thinks of God 

again; just long enough to have the cloud of misfortune 

disappear. There are only a few human beings who genu-

inely indulge in Simran even in their most pleasurable mo-

ments and seek union for the vision of God or sense of ex-

ultation.  

                         

The link between God and human is supposedly through 

soul, mind and body as part of the creation. The body is 

just a vessel that carries soul and mind. It is the mind that 

is actively involved in directing body to perform all func-

tions, whereas the soul guides mind to live righteously. 

According to Guru Arjan human life is for meeting the 

God:  
 
pr wpiq  mw nuK dyhur IAw]  goibMd i mlx kI ieh  qyr I br IAw ]  
Avr kw j qyr Y ik qY n kw m] im lu swDsMgi q Bju kyv l nw m ] 1]  
sr Mjwim lwgu B vjl  qr n kY ]  
jnmu i bRQw jw q r Mig mwi eAw  kY ] 1] r hw au ]  
jpu q pu sM jmu Dr mu n km wieAw  ]  syvw swD  n jwinA w hir 
r wieAw ]  
khu n wn k hm nIc kr Mmw ]  sr ix  pr y kI r w Khu sr mw  ]2] 4]  
This human body has been given to you. 

This is your chance to meet the Lord of the Universe. 

Nothing else will work. 

Join the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy; vibrate 

and meditate on the Jewel of the Naam. ||1|| 

Make every effort to cross over this terrifying world-

ocean. 

You are squandering this life uselessly in the love of Maya. 

||1||Pause|| 

I have not practiced Simran, self-discipline, self-restraint 

and righteous living. 

I have not served the Holy; I have not acknowledged the 

Lord, my King. 

Says Nanak, my actions are contemptible! 
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O Lord, I seek Your Sanctuary; please, preserve my 

honor! ||2||4|| 

AGGS; M5, p.12 

 

The prime purpose of human life, according to Guru Arjan 

is to realize presence of the God in the creation through 

practice of Simran while living a disciplined life right-

eously and maintaining self restraint. The mind being de-

pendent upon thoughts (influenced by duality and ego) is 

known to be a wanderer and can run in ten different direc-

tions at any given moment. To restrain mind one needs to 

do Simran.  

 

The education from all available sources and personal ex-

perience helps Mind to develop its own concepts and react 

with the world through physical sense organs.  The ‘Mind’ 

is originator, processor and activator of emotions [4]. The 

inferential knowledge, emotional perceptions, intuition, in-

trospection and emerging consciousness help Mind de-

velop concepts. The thinking process is function of the 

brain and is source of all thoughts and thought waves. The 

Mind being an attribute of the brain is the fundamental 

physical component where thoughts originate and re-

sponses are processed. Learning and memory are the tools 

that allow individuals to modify their behaviors through 

experience by encoding, storing and retrieving informa-

tion. These processes occur in stages that proceed serially 

and in parallel, and involve multiple brain regions and sys-

tems. The deeper the Mind penetrates into its own 

thought process, the more clearly it understands that 

forms of thinking are conditioned; therefore the mind 

with Simran is spontaneously very still, which does not 

mean that it is asleep. On the contrary, the Mind is 

very alert, no longer needing constant remembrance of 

‘word’ or shaped by discipline. This state of silent alert-

ness (found in Gurmukh-person imbued in Simran) is also 

awareness; and when one goes into Simran, still more 

deeply one reaches a state where division between the per-

son, who is aware, and the object, which one aware of is 

diminished. A person who wants to learn to find peace of 

mind in the presence of chaotic complexities of life turns 

to Simran and learns to control mind by remembrance of 

God’s name and singing praises of God. 

                             

The Soul is believed to be part image of God linking mind 

and God. The Soul is the primal power permeating in 

every aspect of creation, a positive purposeful force at the 

core of being an individual person. It guides the righteous 

living partaking in the choices by the mind and perform-

ance of deeds by the body. The Soul is very energetic and 

dynamic force. When the energy of Soul is recognized, ac-

knowledged and valued, an individual gains authentic em-

powerment; loves without restrictions and accepts without 

judgment. The ultimate realization of the essence of per-

ceived sensations through mind and body is enjoyed by the 

Soul [5]. Guiding mind in righteous living is function of 

the Soul, whereas processing various actions by human 

body are deployed by the Mind, an attribute of the brain.  

A human is only demonstrably human while one is in 

the physical body with Soul as the guiding force, mind 

to think and body to act. As a thinker, it is difficult for 

human to determine between, Soul as a director of mind 

and body and or body as the creator of mind and soul. 

The whole confusion is brought about, seemingly by the 

effort of the thinker to identify oneself with an order of 

being to which one does not belong. But, when we un-

derstand the thinker is one as an onlooker, and the pre-

sent ruler of the body as a sensitive and passionate soul, 

the confusion begins to clear. The human nature can 

only allow to admit the perceptual facts for anything in 

existence and most comprehensible with or through the 

available senses.  

 
Advantages of Simran  
The Gurbani provides several Sabds for a follower to 

comprehend the advantages of Simran. The human in-

dulged in the complex chaotic life looking for quick 

gains, hardly ever gets time to think about Simran much 

less practice it. Mostly every religion is promulgating 

the belief that God is the ‘provider’, ‘sustainer’ and 

‘destroyer’ to maintain equilibrium and perpetuity in the 

creation.  

                      

Most of the Gurbani advocating Simran is directed to-

wards humanity to get a handle on ego, and its associ-

ated vices. Every human being trapped in the three 

modes of Maya, basically struggles in life to break out 

of the vicious cycle and find peace of mind. Compared 

to other modes of Bhagti, meditation or yoga; Simran 

being the simplest is easily adaptable by every house-

holder. Depending upon the indulgence in Simran, ac-

ceptance of God’s Will, and living restrained and disci-

plined life, people are categorized as: 

1. Gurmukhs (Guru-oriented) accept and follow disci-

pline of Guru Sabd. They do Simran and believe in 

meeting God through exalted state.  

2. Manmukhs  (Self- oriented) are cynics, self willed 

and self righteous, non-believers in God or Simran. 

3. Non-believers in God believe in meditation or Sim-

ran. Mostly follwers of Buddhism and Taoism, who 

do not believe in God’s existence but believe in 

creation of human body, mind and Soul, needing 

moksha. 

 

1. Gurmukhs  
The significance of Simran when realized by the Gur-

mukh makes him/her an exalted person having equilib-

rium and peace of mind. It probably takes a long time 

and persistent Simran to get the honor of becoming a 

Gurmukh. Every human being regardless of gender, so-

cial status, caste, creed, color or economical level can be 

a Gurmukh.  The person just have to be accepting God’s 
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Will, dedicated to serve the Creator and Creation alike 

with realization of equality in all that exists. According 

to Guru Arjan, constant remembrance of Naam via Sim-

ran is the highest practice in calming mind and gaining 

knowledge of higher consciousness leading onto ultimate 

Truth:  

 
pRB k w is mr nu sB  qy aUcw]  pRB kY ismr nu auDr y mU cw ]  
pRB kY i smr nu iqR snw  bUJY]  pRB kY  ismr nu sBu ikCu sUJY]  
pRB kY i smr in n whI jm qRw sw] pR B kY is mr in pUr n  Aw sw]  
pRB kY i smr in mn kI mlu jwie]  AmRiq nw mu ir d m wih 
smwie ] 
pRB jI bsih swD kI r s nw] nwn k j n kw dwsin  d snw] 4]  
The Simran of God is the highest and most exalted of all. 

In the Simran of God, many are saved from restless 

mind. 

In the Simran of God, thirst for indulgence is quenched. 

In the Simran of God, awareness of creation is realized. 

In the Simran of God, there is no fear of sufferings. 

In the Simran of God, hopes for attaining peace of mind 

are fulfilled. 

In the Simran of God, the filth of the mind is removed. 

The Ambrosial Naam, the Name WaheGuru, is absorbed 

into the heart. 

God abides upon the tongues of His Saints. 

Nanak is the servant of the slave of His slaves. ||4|| 

AGGS, M 5, p 263. 

                     

The exalted Gurmukh becomes an icon of humility, hon-

esty, truthfulness in enjoying the creation, loving and 

caring personality without any ego (haumai), lust, greed, 

passion and anger. Guru Arjan places Simran and the 

Gurmukh at such higher status that he humbles himself 

to the level of a slave of the servants of that person. The 

literal translation of ‘God abiding upon the tongues of 

saints’ is to be interpreted as the name of God constantly 

recited with every breath by the saints. 

                      

Disadvantages of no Simran             
According to Gurbani the person ‘Manmukh’ is so en-

grossed in the self righteous mind that even the thought 

of Simran is not part of the memory. Their thinking and 

the daily dealings with others are discredited. They are 

considered impolite, frustrated, aggravated and disturbed 

souls who do not have any peace of mind. Their foolish 

souls just wander about along the dismal pathways; each 

and every moment they are bumped and pushed away 

from the righteous living. There are several Sabds con-

demning not only the life style of that person but the per-

son itself. Guru Arjan describes their misfortunes as fol-

lows: 
ibpiq qhW  j hw hir ismr nu nwhI ] 
Misfortune befalls where the God is not remembered in 

Simran. 

AGGS, M 5, p 197. 

 ibnu hir is mr n suKu n hI pwie Aw]  
Without Simran on the God, comfort and peace are not 

found. 

AGGS,M 5, p 194. 

ibnu ismr n  jo jIvnu blnw  sr p  jYsy Ar jwr I]  
Without Simran and remembrance on the God, 

Life is like a burning fire, even if one lives long, like a 

snake. 

AGGS; M5, p. 711. 

 

2. Manmukhs.  

In describing the behavior and characters of Manmukhs, 

Sikh Gurus have used various metaphors of lower life, but 

not condemning anybody with penalty for not doing Sim-

ran. God is ‘nirvair’ (inimical) and loves everybody re-

gardless of their way of living. But, much as the advan-

tages are for the Simran doing Gurmukhs, there are 

equally discredited disadvantages in the life of non-Simran 

doing individuals. The Sabds referred below are not to be 

interpreted as punishment from God or the Gurus, rather 

these quotations describe the characteristics of living con-

ditions for the non-Simran individuals:  
 
ibnu ismr n  jYsy sr p Awr jwr I ]  iqau jI vih sw kq nwmu 
ibswr I ]1]  
eyk in mK jo ismr n mi h jIA w ]  
koit idns  lw K s dw iQr u QIAw  ] 1] r hw au ]  
ibnu ismr n  iDRgu kr m  kr w s ] kwg bq n ib st w mi h v ws ]2]  
ibnu ismr n  Bey kUkr kw m ] sw k q bysu Aw pUq in nw m ]3]  
ibnu ismr n  jYsy sI| C qwr w ] bo lih kUr u s wk q muKu kwr w ] 4]  
ibnu ismr n  gr DB kI inA weI ] sw kq Qwn  Bir st iPr w hI ]5]  
ibnu ismr n  kU kr hr kwie Aw ]  s wk q loBI bMDu n  pwi eAw  ]6]  
ibnu ismr n  hY Awq m G w qI ] sw kq nIc iq su kulu nhI jw qI ]7]  
ijsu BieA w ik® pwlu iq su s qsMig i mlwie Aw ]  
khu n wn k guir jg qu qr wieA w ] 8 ]7]  
Without meditating in remembrance on the Lord, one's life 

is like that of a snake. 

This is how the faithless cynic lives, forgetting the Naam, 

the Name of the Lord. ||1|| 

One who lives in meditative remembrance, even for an in-

stant, lives for hundreds of thousands and millions of days, 

and becomes stable forever. ||1||Pause|| 

Without meditating in remembrance on the Lord, one's ac-

tions and works are cursed. 

Like the crow's beak, he dwells in manure. ||2|| 

Without meditating in remembrance on the Lord, one acts 

like a dog. 

The faithless cynic is nameless, like the prostitute's son. 

||3|| 

Without meditating in remembrance on the Lord, one is 

like a horned ram. 

The faithless cynic barks out his lies, and his face is black-
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ened. ||4|| 

Without meditating in remembrance on the Lord, one is 

like a donkey. 

The faithless cynic wanders around in polluted places. 

||5|| 

Without meditating in remembrance on the Lord, one is 

like a mad dog. 

The greedy, faithless cynic falls into entanglements. ||6|| 

Without meditating in remembrance on the Lord, he 

murders his own soul. 

The faithless cynic is wretched, without family or social 

standing. ||7|| 

When the Lord becomes merciful, one joins the Sat San-

gat, the True Congregation. 

Says Nanak, the Guru has saved the world. ||8||7|| 

AGGS, M5, p 239 

 

There are several more denigrating metaphoric examples 

comparing a non-Simran person with various animals’ 

behavior. Guru Nanak apparently condemned the non-

Simran people’s life as if living in hell. In other words 

these are the people that live in most horrible conditions 

and commit most horrendous acts in their life: 
hir ismr n i bnu nr ik  p wih]  
Without Simran on God, one is condemned to hell 

AGGS, M 1, p 1192. 

 

With ego dominating in every aspect of thinking and 

dealing with anything and everything, these Manmukhs 

are constantly anxious of unpredictability, misfortune, 

and superstitions. They are frustrated not only with their 

own life failures but make life hell for others as well. 

Guru Ram Das wrote rather harsh Sabd questioning the 

existence of such non-Simran people on the face of the 

earth: 
 
ijn hir ihr dY nw mu n bisE iq n  mw q kI jY hir b WJ w]  
iqn suM\I dyh iPr i h ibnu nwvY Eie Kip Kip muey kr WJ w]1]  
Those who do not hold God’s name within their hearts,  

Why are they even born; their mothers should have been 

sterile. 

Their bodies wander around, forlorn and abandoned,  

Without God’s name; their lives waste away, and they 

die wailing in pain. 

AGGS, M 4, p 697. 

 

In the referred quotations, Guru Ram Das is not cursing 

the mothers of people not doing Simran, instead he is 

questioning their birth and existence on earth. The next 

line explains that some of these Non-Simran people are 

living very frustrated, aggravated, unsatisfactory and for-

lorn life. They are constantly angry at the world because 

nothing satisfactory happens according to their wishes 

and they keep wishing a lot. They are always exerting 

for everything in life and suffer in pain. Guru Ram Das 

is explaining the mode of non-Simran person’s self created 

strife for life and not any punishment from God.  

  

3. Non-believers in God                             
There is another group of people called “non-believers in 

God”, but do indulge in some form of meditation. It will 

not be fair for some non-believers to be categorized with 

non-Simran Manmukhs. The majority of the non-believers 

in God are gentle, kindhearted, honest workers, helpful 

and sharing with others. They live a very peaceful life and 

enjoy nature and the creation as natural phenomenon. 

They do not believe in the superfluous rituals, garbs and 

phony promises of the clergy in each and every religion.  

                            

Thus, it can be concluded that the Manmukhs described 

above are bad and condemned for misfortune only because 

of their thoughts and deeds. Since Simran helps everybody 

to become a nicer person with reverence of God, it can be 

called as an essential process to improve one’s life and live 

happy and healthy. 

.                      

How to do Simran?                     
The objective of Simran is to realize the Truth and possi-

ble union with the God. To accomplish this motive during 

a lifetime has been suggested by various accomplished 

sages and Gurus who have followed the path of Simran 

and realized the Truth. Some people have confused Simran 

with Sadhna and recommend different ways of realization 

by torturing body to control mind. In Nanakian Philosophy 

all kinds of austerities, body torturing techniques like 

standing on one leg, hanging upside down or so many 

other body torturing ways are not approved. Guru Arjan 

wrote about the control of bewildered mind asking some 

basic questions about the ways to meet with the God: 
 
kauyxu  su AKr u  ijqu  Dw vqu r hq w ]kau xu aupdy su ij qu duKu suKu sm  
shq w]  
kauxu  su cwl i jqu pwr bR hmu iD Awie i kin ibiD kIr qnu gwe y 
jIau]4 ]  
What is that ‘Word’, by which the wandering mind can be 

stabilized? 

What are the teachings, by which we may endure pains 

and pleasure alike? 

What is that lifestyle, by which we may come to do Simran 

on the Supreme God,  

How may we sing the praises of the attributes? 4.  

AGGS, M 5, p 131. 

 

Guru Arjan explained the answers to the questions posed 

earlier in the referred Sabd above in next few lines as fol-

lows: 
gur muiK mu kqw  gur muiK jugqw  ] gu r muiK igAw nI gur muiK bk qw ]  
DMnu igr hI aud wsI gur muiK gur muiK  kImiq pw ey jIau ]5]  
haumY bwD w gur muiK CUt w  ] gur muiK  Aw vxu j wv xu qUt w ]  
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gur muiK kr m gur muiK in h kr mw gur muiK kr y su suBw ey jIau ]6]  
gur muiK suKI Aw mnmuiK  duKI Aw ]  gur muiK sn muKu mnmuiK  vy-
muKIAw  ]  
gur muiK imlIAY mnmui K ivCur Y gur muiK ibiD pRgt wey jI au ]7 ]  
gur muiK A Kr u ijqu Dw vqu r hq w ]  gur muiK au pdysu duKu suKu s m 
shq w ]  
gur muiK cw l ijqu pwr bRhmu iD Awe y gur muiK kIr q nu gwey jIau ]
8 ] 
sglI b xq bxw eI A wpy ] Aw py k r y kr wey Qwpy ]  
ieksu qy hoieE Anµq w n wn k ey ksu  mwih sm wey jIau ]9] 2]36 ]  
The Gurmukh is liberated, and the Gurmukh is linked. 

The Gurmukh is the spiritual teacher, and the Gurmukh is 

the preacher. 

Blessed is the Gurmukh, the householder and the renunci-

ate. The Gurmukh knows the Lord's Value. 5|| 

Egotism is bondage; as Gurmukh, one is emancipated. 

The Gurmukh escapes the cycle of coming and going in re-

incarnation. 

The Gurmukh performs actions of good karma, and the 

Gurmukh is beyond karma. Whatever the Gurmukh does, 

is done in good faith. 6. 

The Gurmukh is happy, while the self-willed Manmukh is 

sad. 

The Gurmukh turns toward the Guru, and the self-willed 

Manmukh turns away from the Guru. 

The Gurmukh is united with the Lord, while the Manmukh 

is separated from Him. The Gurmukh reveals the way.|7. 

The Guru's Instruction is the Word, by which the wander-

ing mind is restrained. 

Through the Guru's Teachings, we can endure pain and 

pleasure alike. 

To live as Gurmukh is the lifestyle by which we come to 

meditate on the Supreme Lord. The Gurmukh sings the 

Kirtan of His Praises. 8. 

The Lord Himself created the entire creation. 

He Himself acts, and causes others to act. He Himself es-

tablishes. 

From oneness, He has brought forth the countless multi-

tudes. O Nanak, they shall merge into the One once again. 

9.2.36. 

AGGS; M5,p.131 

 

To be called a Gurmukh, one has to believe in and do Sim-

ran deeply enough to realize the Creator and creation as 

one. The God having fashioned creation is merged to en-

joy it with delight. The Gurmukh lives in equilibrium en-

joying pains and pleasures evenly. The Gurmukh gladly 

accepts Will of God and sings praises in Simran. 

           

To help beginners, focusing one’s attention on an object 

such as a picture or an idol of a deity, a temple or a par-

ticular holy personality is recommended by different relig-

ions (Hinduism-deities-Idols, Islam-facing Qaaba when 

saying prayers). The Gurbani clearly prohibits such tactics 

and recommends only having concentration of God’s 

presence in mind. Guru Arjan recommended: 

gur u myr w p wr bRh m pr mysur u q w kY ihr dY Dir mn  iDAwn  ]
r hwau]  
My Guru is the supreme almighty God, the transcendent 

God; that I enshrine within my mind to do Simran. 

AGGS, M 5, p 827. 

                  

And Guru Nanak has made very clear recommendation 

as follows: 

mY dIjY nwm  invw su hir gu x gw vs I]8 ]1]3]  

mY dIjY nwm  invw s AMqir s Wq hoie]  
Please God, bless me to inhabit Your Name, so that I 

sing Your glorious praises 

God, bless me to inhabit Your Name, so that my inner 

self be at peace. 

AGGS, M 1, p. 753.   

                    

From the above referred quotation of the Sabd, it is clear 

that there is no simple way to achieve the objective. One 

has to comprehend the teachings, apply these teachings 

in daily life as a domestic householder, and reflect on the 

Sabds that lead to realization of the Truth. Bhai Raghbir 

Singh Bir in his book on ‘Simran Mehmaa’[7] wrote 

about his experience/s in doing Simran and accomplish-

ing his objective i.e. union with the Supreme God. He 

has written following steps to do Simran: 

• Effective listening and remembrance of God.  

• Developing concentration of Will Power. 

• Stabilizing Mind (Getting rid of Ego and associated 

vices) 

• Discrete comprehension of the Creation and the 

Creator. 

• Intellectual Realization of Blissful feeling. 

• Exaltation. 

• Union with the Almighty ‘God’ in realizing the 

Creator and the creation as one. 

 

Effective listening [3] requires complete attention with 

clear and concentrated mind without prejudice, negativ-

ity, close mindedness and presumptive attitude. Thus 

heightened awareness of mind liberates one from ego, 

self-centeredness, self-righteousness, and self interest. 

Then higher consciousness is realized. Guru Angad 

wrote: 
nwmu inr Mj nu inr ml w suix AY suKu hoeI]  
suix suix mMin v sweI AY bUJY jnu ko eI] 
The Naam, name of the God, is immaculate and pure,  

Listening it peace is obtained. 

Effectively listening, and then entrenching in mind;  

How rare is that humble being that realizes it.  

AGGS, M 2, p 1239. 

                                                 

Any person indulged in Simran and singing the praises 
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of God can be highly enriched in the spiritual intellect. 

One can fathom deeps of all virtues and comprehend the 

mystique about creation. Merely counting beads of a ro-

sary and counting number of times the Naam uttered or a 

Sabd recited does not provide anything more than conso-

lation of completed action. The process of remembering 

God by any Naam has to be very discrete and meaning-

ful. According to Gurbani there is only One God pervad-

ing the whole universe. One must make strict distinction 

between remembering the God as compared to different 

deities or Idols accompanied by various rituals. Guru 

Amardas cautions that mere repetition of a Naam such as 

Ram, does not help in understanding Ram:  

 
r wm r w m sBu ko khY kih AY r wmu n  hoie]  
gur pr sw dI r wmu min v sY q w P lu pwvY koie]  
AMqir goivMd ij s l wgY pRIiq]  
hir iqsu kdy  n vIsr Y hir h ir kr ih sdw  min  cIq ]1]
r hwau]  
Everyone chants the God's Name, Raam, Raam; but by 

such chanting,  

the God is not obtained. 

 by Guru grace, when Raam is inhabited in the Mind, 

only then one realizes the rewards of bliss. 

One who enshrines love for God within one’s mind, 

 never forgets the God; one continually chants God’s 

name, 

Har, Har, in the conscious mind. (1) (pause).   

AGGS, M3, p. 491.              

 

Many a times, people have indulged in counting number 

of times Simran on God should be done. The common 

practice recommended by some self styled saints, Babas 

and some Sikh clergy as well, to do Simran has been 

125,000 times. This practice had been prevalent in Bha-

gati sects prior to Guru Nanak and unfortunately has 

crept into Sikhi in spite of Guru Nanak’s emphasis deni-

grating it. Guru Nanak wrote that “even with a thousand 

tongues, nay, many times more, it would not be enough; 

if one were to utter God’s name millions times.”: 
iek dU jIBO lK  hoih lK hovih l K vIs ]  
lKu lKu gy Vw AwiK Aih eyku n wmu jgdIs ]  
eyqu r wih piq pv VIAw cVI AY hoi e iekIs ]  
suix glw Aw kw s kI kIt w Aw eI r Is] 
nwn k n dr I pw eIAY kUVI kU VY TIs ]32]  
AGGS, Jap 32, p  

If one tongue becomes one hundred thousand and turns 

into two millions;  

and then with each tongue God’s name is repeated hun-

dred of thousands times;  

by following this process one can reach God. (perceived 

old concept). 

And, after listening to such lofty claims even the lowest 

of the low thought that they can reach God by merely re-

peating the name of God hundreds of thousand times. 

But Nanak says: One can reach God only through the 

blessings, because the process explained is the false claim 

– a boast of the liar.(32) 

 

Prof Devinder Singh Chahal [2] interpreting this stanza in 

‘JAP’: The Essence of Nanakian Philosophy, has elabo-

rated that Guru Nanak was against the ancient philosophy 

that by repeating the name of God or of a deity or some 

mantra, one can reach God. In the above stanza Guru 

Nanak has explained the old concepts of Bhagati and 

Saadhna, negated it and then elaborated his own philoso-

phy in the last sentence. Only Simran can help the person 

to attain realization and become an exalted Gurmukh. 

 

The path leading to realization of Creator and Creation be-

ing one and the same has been described variably in differ-

ent religions like counting beads of a rosary with rever-

ence to ‘Allah’ in Islam, Bhagati and Sadhna  in Hinduism 

and meditation in Buddhism and so on. Most of the time 

only four stages (Dharam, Arth, Kaam and Mokh) are 

stressed. However, Guru Nanak has written five stages on 

the path to realize the Creation and God as one. Guru 

Nanak classified these stages as: 

1. Dharam khand (Domain of Discipline—Stanza34, 

Jap) 

2. Gyan khand     (Domain of Knowledge—Stanza 35, 

Jap) 

3. Saram Khand   (Domain of Surrender—Stanza36, Jap) 

4. Karam Khand  (Domain of  Grace—Stanza 37, Jap) 

5. Sach Khand     (Domain of  Ultimate-Truth—

Stanza37, Jap) 

                             

1. During the phase of ‘Dharam Khand’, the devotee 

learns the discipline in the Creation, maintained by Uni-

versal laws of nature. He/She adapts these laws and ap-

plies in life to live righteously, as does the Creation 

2. In the phase of ‘Gyan Khand’, ‘Knowledge’ of various 

concepts of reaching God is comprehended and critically 

analyzed; so that the devotee follows the true path. 

3. The phase of ‘Saram Khand’ helps the devotee to sur-

render body, mind and soul to the God for reconstruction 

into a modest personality. Here, the spiritual intellect 

transforms into Super consciousness. 

4. To reach the ‘Karam Khand’ are only a few Nobles, 

who have imbibed essence of the God and are totally im-

bued in the glorious Naam. Their minds are at peace and 

stable and they enjoy the pleasure of Ever-Existing glory 

of the Creator and the Creation. 

5. In the realm of ‘Sach Khand’ (‘The Ultimate-Truth’), 

dwells the Formless One. There is not any formal place 

known as ‘Sach-Khand,’ but for an exalted person to live 

righteously and making Simran as part of every heart 

beat, creating an environment of love where not only the 

Gurmukh lives enshrining the inaccessible and unfathom-

able One God in the mind; but, inspires others to realize 
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the same. Having reached this stage one admires the 

Creation of universe upon universe like the Creator. One 

can realize the pleasure of Creations being created by the 

Creator and enjoy a happy and healthy life. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
The truth about the spiritual journey, because of limited 

human ability, can never be put into any form of com-

munication for others to understand. Since the rewards 

of the spiritual journey are so wonderful, it can be started 

with simple process of Simran.  For any journey, one 

must take the first step and the first step in spiritual jour-

ney is to do Simran. Guru Arjan has written an excellent 

verse recommending Simran and its myriads of benefits: 

ismr au is mir ismir suKu p wv au ] kil klys qn mwi h 
imt wv au ]  
ismr au jwsu i bsuMBr ey kY ] n wmu j pq Agn q A nykY ]  
byd pur w n isMimRiq suDw K´r ] kI ny r wm n wm ie k AwK´r ]  
iknk w ey k ij su jIA  b swvY ] q w kI mih mw gnI n Aw vY ]  
kW KI eykY dr s quhwr o ]  nw nk aun  sMig moih auDwr o ]1]  
Do Simran, and by doing Simran enjoy comforts of life, 

Worry and anguish shall be dispelled from your body. 

Remember in praise the One who pervades the whole 

Universe. 

God’s Name is chanted by countless people, in so many 

ways. 

The Vedas, the Puraanas and the Simritees, the purest of 

utterances, 

were created from the One Word of the Name of the 

Lord. 

That one, in whose soul the One Lord dwells, 

the praises of his glory cannot be recounted. 

Those who yearn only for the blessing of Your Darshan 

- Nanak: save me along with them! ||1|| 

AGGS, M 5, p 262. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Study and understand Gurbani, and try to follow its 

principles. 

Naam is Bani, Gurmantar is Bani, and NaamJapna means 

always having God in your mind/heart. 
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